2007 pt cruiser fuse diagram

Ad vertisements. In this article, you will find fuse box diagrams of Chrysler PT Cruiser , , , , , , , ,
and , get information about the location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the
assignment of each fuse fuse layout. A Power Distribution Center is located in the engine
compartment; next to the air cleaner filter. A label identifying the components and circuits is
located on the underside of the cover. An Integrated Power Module is located in the engine
compartment near the air cleaner assembly. The fuse access panel is on the left side of the
instrument panel next to the steering column. Assignment of fuses in the Power Distribution
Center Assignment of fuses in the Integrated Power Module , , , , How to check the fuses? How
to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents.
Fuse box location. This center contains cartridge fuses and mini fuses. A description of each
fuse and component may be stamped on the inside of the cover. To remove the panel, pull it
out, as shown. A label identifying the components and circuits is located on the inside of the
cover. Fuse box diagrams. Learn more: How to check the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that
we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume
that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. J â€” Low heat output relay 1st stage , from
December Z35 â€” Auxiliary air heater element from December J â€” Engine control unit from
V49 â€” Right headlight range control motor from V48 â€” Left headlight range control motor
from E â€” Headlight range control regulator from J â€” Fuel pump control unit from J â€”
Trailer detector control unit from J â€” Selector lever sensors control unit from J â€” Data bus
diagnostic interface from J â€” Control unit in dash panel insert from J â€” Power steering
control unit from J â€” ABS with EDL control unit from E â€” Traction control system switch
from E â€” TCS and ESP button from G â€” Brake pedal position sender from E1 â€” Light
switch from F47 â€” Brake pedal switch, from November G â€” Oil level and oil temperature
sender high; from November M17 â€” Reversing light high; from November J â€” Climatronic
control unit high; from November G65 â€” High-pressure sender high; from November E16 â€”
Switch for heater and heater output high; from November J â€” Garage door operation control
unit high; from November N â€” Battery isolation igniter high; from November Y7 â€” Automatic
anti-dazzle interior mirror high; from November E â€” Tyre pressure monitor display button
high; from November K â€” Stabilisation programme warning lamp 2 high; from November Z20
â€” Left washer jet heater element high; from November Z21 â€” Right washer jet heater
element high; from November L71 â€” Illumination for traction control system switch high; from
November J â€” Air conditioning system control unit high; from May F47 â€” Cruise control
system brake pedal switch to May G â€” Clutch position sender J â€” Control unit for headlight
range control from May J â€” Power steering control unit from May J â€” Cornering light and
headlight range control unit, on right headlight, high; December J â€” Cornering light and
headlight range control unit, on right headlight low; from May , high; from May J â€” Control
unit in dash panel insert up to May J â€” Fuel pump control unit up to May J â€” Data bus
diagnostic interface up to May F â€” Multifunction switch up to May J â€” Selector lever sensors
control unit up to May F â€” Tiptronic switch up to May J â€” Cornering light and headlight
range control unit, on left of headlight high; December J â€” Cornering light and headlight range
control unit, on left headlight low; from May , high; from May J â€” Control unit for headlight
range control to May Y7 â€” Automatic anti-dazzle interior mirror from May Not assigned from
May Not assigned to May J â€” Control unit with display for radio and navigation system only
commercial navigation system unit from May Not assigned from May J â€” Mobile telephone
operating electronics control unit to May J â€” Garage door operation control unit from May J
â€” Seat occupied recognition control unit from May Not assigned from May J â€” Cornering
light and headlight range control unit, on right headlight, from May F â€” Brake light switch low;
from May J â€” Automatic gearbox control unit. G â€” Rain and light detector sensor up to May
J â€” Aerial selection control unit up to May G â€” Interior monitoring sensor from G â€” Vehicle
inclination sender from H12 â€” Alarm horn from J â€” Parking aid control unit J â€” Selector
lever sensors control unit Not assigned from J â€” Control unit with display for radio and
navigation system only commercial navigation system unit up to May Not assigned from May J
â€” Control unit for engine speed governor, in front left footwell special vehicles high; from May
J â€” PDA control unit special vehicles from May J â€” Driver door control unit window
regulator J â€” Front passenger door control unit window regulator. J â€” Rear left door control
unit central locking from J â€” Rear right door control unit central locking from J â€”
Convenience system central control unit from J â€” Rear left door control unit central locking
high; from May J â€” Rear right door control unit central locking high; from May J â€”
Convenience system central control unit high; from May J â€” Rear left door control unit
window regulator from May J â€” Rear right door control unit window regulator from May
Charging point for Mag- Lite electric torch special vehicle interface up to May J â€” Airbag
control unit to May K â€” Front passenger side airbag deactivated warning lamp to May F4 â€”

Reversing light switch up to May J â€” Mechatronics for direct shift gearbox up to May V â€”
Driver seat lumbar support longitudinal adjustment motor V â€” Front passenger seat lumbar
support longitudinal adjustment motor V â€” Driver seat lumbar support height adjustment
motor V â€” Front passenger seat lumbar support height adjustment motor. J â€” Heated driver
seat control unit J â€” Heated front passenger seat control unit. J23 â€” Rotating light and siren
system control unit up to May Not assigned from May J â€” Cornering light and headlight range
control unit, on left headlight, from May Z20 â€” Left washer jet heater element Z21 â€” Right
washer jet heater element E94 â€” Heated driver seat regulator E95 â€” Heated front passenger
seat regulator Not assigned from May J â€” Mechatronic control unit from May J â€” Control
unit in dash panel insert from May J â€” Engine control unit only models with diesel engine J
â€” Engine control unit petrol from May J â€” Petrol engine control unit only models with petrol
engine up to May Z62 â€” Lambda probe heater 3 Z19 â€” Lambda probe heater G39 â€”
Lambda probe G â€” Lambda probe 2 before catalytic converter G â€” Lambda probe after
catalytic converter. G â€” Lambda probe 2 after catalytic converter G â€” Lambda probe 3 after
catalytic converter J17 â€” Fuel pump relay J â€” Automatic glow period control unit J â€” High
heat output relay N â€” Fuel pressure regulating valve up to May N â€” Secondary air inlet valve
from May N â€” Fuel pressure regulating valve from May J â€” Engine control unit from May N
â€” Variable intake manifold changeover valve from May F â€” Map-controlled engine cooling
system thermostat J â€” Radiator fan control unit N18 â€” Exhaust gas recirculation valve N80
â€” Activated charcoal filter solenoid valve 1 N â€” Variable intake manifold changeover valve N
â€” Inlet camshaft control valve 1 N â€” Intake manifold flap valve V â€” Intake manifold flap
motor. Terminal 30 voltage supply relay -J Terminal 30 voltage supply relay -J Terminal 30
voltage supply relay -J Secondary air pump relay -J Sensor for current measurement -G ; up to
May , only engine code BLG Wiring bridge only models with diesel engine. J â€” Power steering
control unit V â€” Electromechanical power steering motor. Special equipment up to May J â€”
Low heat output relay 1st stage , from December Z35 â€” Auxiliary air heater element from
December J â€” Auxiliary air heater control unit from November Z35 â€” Auxiliary air heater
element from November Optional equipment. J â€” Convenience system central control unit V
â€” Front passenger side wiper motor from May Not assigned from November F47 â€” Cruise
control system brake pedal switch G â€” Clutch position sender Not assigned from November F
â€” Map-controlled engine cooling system thermostat N â€” Inlet camshaft control valve 1 N80
â€” Activated charcoal filter solenoid valve 1 pulsed N18 â€” Exhaust gas recirculation valve N
â€” Intake manifold flap air control valve V â€” Intake manifold flap motor N79 â€” Crankcase
breather heater element N â€” Variable intake manifold changeover valve J â€” Radiator fan
control unit Not assigned from May J â€” NOx sensor control unit up to May J â€” Automatic
glow period control unit up to May J17 â€” Fuel pump relay up to May N â€” Turbocharger air
recirculation valve from May N80 â€” Activated charcoal filter solenoid valve 1 from May N75
â€” Charge pressure control solenoid valve from May J â€” Simos control unit up to May J â€”
Diesel direct injection system control unit up to May Z29 â€” Lambda probe 1 heater after
catalytic converter from May Z30 â€” Lambda probe 2 heater after catalytic converter from May
J â€” Automatic gearbox control unit up to May J â€” Mechatronics for dual clutch gearbox. J
â€” Diesel direct injection system control unit up to May J â€” Terminal 30 voltage supply relay
up to May N79 â€” Heater element for crankcase breather up to May Not assigned from May Nâ€¦
â€” Ignition coils with output stage up to May Nâ€¦ â€” Injectors cylinders up to May V48 â€”
Left headlight range control motor up to May V49 â€” Right headlight range control motor up to
May J â€” Radiator fan control unit from May N â€” Exhaust camshaft control valve 1 from
November N â€” Secondary air inlet valve from May N â€” Exhaust flap 1 valve from May N â€”
Secondary air inlet valve 2 from May V â€” Diagnosis pump for fuel system from May N80 â€”
Activated charcoal filter solenoid valve 1 from May N â€” Secondary air inlet valve from May N
â€” Exhaust camshaft control valve 1 from May Not assigned up to May N70 â€” Ignition coil 1
with output stage from May N â€” Ignition coil 2 with output stage from May N â€” Ignition coil 3
with output stage from May N â€” Ignition coil 4 with output stage from May N â€” Ignition coil 5
with output stage from May N â€” Ignition coil 6 with output stage from May Safety cutout for
seat adjustment S44 â€” Seat adjustment thermal fuse 1, SB â€” Positive connection 1 30a from
November Terminal 15 voltage supply relay -J up to May Motronic current supply relay -J up to
November Engine components current supply relay -J from November Terminal 50 voltage
supply relay -J up to May Additional coolant pump relay -J from May Current supply relay for
engine components -J up to May Not assigned from November Terminal 30 voltage supply relay
-J up to May Engine components current supply relay -J up to November Motronic current
supply relay -J from May J â€” Auxiliary air heater control unit from May Z35 â€” Auxiliary air
heater element from May Fresh air blower relay -J 53 only with auxiliary heater Low heat output
relay -J Auxiliary heater operation relay -J High heat output relay -J Secondary air pump relay -J

The transmission control module TCM is a vital component of any vehicle with an automatic
transmission system. Rather than relying on hydraulic or mechanical control over a
transmission system, newer vehicles use a transmission control module instead. Looking for a
good online repair manual? Click Here for the 5 best options. This module is basically a
computer which communicates information to other computer systems within the vehicle. The
purpose of the transmission control module is to help the automatic transmission choose the
best gear to be in at any given time. That way, the driving performance and fuel economy will be
at the optimal level. The transmission control module can often be found below the cover at the
back of the transmission case. A bad TCM will spell trouble for your vehicle and your ability to
drive it. If the Check Engine warning light illuminates on your dashboard, it could mean several
things. But if you notice any problems with your shifting in addition to the Check Engine light
being on, then it is most likely a problem with your transmission control module or some other
component of your transmission system. In any event, get your vehicle checked out
immediately by a mechanic or use your own scan tool to check for any Diagnostic Trouble
Codes DTC. If code P shows up, you may have a problem with your transmission control
module. Since an automatic transmission system relies on the transmission control module to
do the shifting, a bad transmission module will cause incorrect or unintended shifting. This can
prove to be anything from an annoyance to causing a serious accident. Otherwise, it will be very
dangerous to continue driving. Unless you have a manual override option in your vehicle
example: paddle shifters , you will need to get your car towed to a repair shop and have the
module replaced. As you gradually increase speed, your transmission should correctly shift
into higher gears at the correct time. Because each gear has a maximum speed it can go to, you
may never reach your intended speed if the faulty TCM refuses to shift to a higher gear. This is
similar as above but in reverse order. Maybe you need to pass a slow moving vehicle and your
transmission fails to shift into a lower gear when you mash the gas pedal to help you
accelerate. This usually presents itself as being either stuck in neutral or first gear. The speed
of your vehicle relies on cycling to various gears at the appropriate timing. If you have a bad
transmission control module, then it will cycle to next gear too slowly. This will impact your
acceleration , causing you to lose speed rather than picking up speed. When you approach a
hill, the shifting performance will be even worse. Problems with your transmission system
usually result in bad fuel economy. An automatic transmission is designed for optimal gear
selection and timing to provide you with the best possible fuel economy. This means it will
consume more fuel than usual , causing you to spend more money at the gas pump. Not sure
where to order parts? Of course, you can order a new TCM online and ask a mechanic what
their hourly labor rates are. However, most of the cost for this replacement job goes toward the
parts cost itself and it can vary greatly by car manufacturer. You can expect taxes and fees to
be added to the total cost as well. Another option is to repair your TCM. The transmission
control module repair cost will in almost all cases be lower than replacing with a new module.
While most TCM repair businesses will offer a warranty of some sort, it does pose a bit more
risk if the repair is not done right. What would cause your transmission to fail? If its been
diagnosed with TCM fail what are the main reasons it has failed? Just like any other computer,
failure of the TCM is often due to an electrical issue such as a voltage overload , water
corrosion builds up and eventually causes a short circuit , or damage due to too much vibration
or stress. I have a Ford F super duty diesel truck. The truck starts up fine. Then after waiting two
days it starts up just fine. The scan code U came up. Could it be a faulty wire or corroded wire
or and all out faulty TCM. That sounds like a crankshaft position sensor problem not
transmission control problem also make sure your camshaft position sensors are good to they
all coincide with each other. What about slipping in low 1 durring take off and i need to let off
the gas and feather it not to slam? Question could a bad TCM cause your car to not go into
reverse i know i was having issues with it and then all of a sudden today it wont go into reverse
at all now and i have a saturn vue xr and i had a p code on car and its being checked at a trans
place on wed but im limited funds and really really hoping that the TCM MODULE WILL FIX the
issue if replaces can u help me by chance with the answer im struggling so bad already spent
on car in last 2 month and im on fixed income as is and with all the crap going on now with
things can only do so much and need to have car especially wth 2 kids and with dr apptmnts
etc. Did the codes reappear after they originally cleared? Get rid of the thing and save yourself a
boat load of money and future headaches. I loved my Durangos. Had three of them, 03, 04, and
05, unfortunately along with tranny issues the 4. Not sure where they went wrong with the 4. My
Chevy Cruze does the exact same thing. Battery, alternator. Everything is good on it. Kindly I
need help please. My vehicle is unable to start, is just cranking. We tried to check the all
electrical components and they are working. What could be the problem? Unfortunately it could
be other things. Bad fuel pump, clogged fuel filter, fuse, and bad crank position sensor come to

mind. My car select all the gear but when you select D and drive it only drive in 1st gear it does
not conrinue shifting upwards. And when im on a downhill and not accelerate it changes itself
but once i accelerate it goes back to 1st gear. Can it be a TCU issuesâ€¦. Can anyone help me? It
could mean there is a problem with the air fuel ratio with the throttle plate closed. This could be
caused by a dirty mass airflow MAF sensor, carbon buildup, a bad idle air control IAC , or a
number of other factors. Scan for codes, as these may give you a clue. If there are no codes,
check the spark plugs and look for vacuum leaks. Just changed the solenoid pak and in out
speed sensors 99 tc 3. Good morning, my Chevy Tahoe had been having issues getting into first
gear with very slow acceleration but RPM into the range. I was told that was being caused by
the motor mount needing to be replaced. Is the transmission module or maybe the mount
replacement. Not sure what a bad motor mount would have to do with your first gear issues. I
have a dodge dart areo 1. The TCMs were recalled but I had no idea of this recall until my
transmission started grinding and clanking. Now my transmission is out. Is the tcm to blame for
this. And if so. How am to go about getting the dodge dealership to pay for a new transmission
in my car? Contact the dealership. I have a Chevy Cruze. The engine was slipping between
gears and The tachometer would flare, and the engine would race before it shifted into a higher
gear. It also had a rough downshift that felt like a jerk or pop of the clutch. It worked best at cold
temperatures but had the most problems when it was hotter outside. We have a Dodge Ram
Diesel Cummins 6. The truck is stuck in 4th gear it will not shift in a lower or higher gear. It all
started December 4th of Did a few things in town, when to my mother in laws, cooled down the
truck turned it off, went inside for about 25 to 30 minutes, went to start the truck, put it in gear to
leave and it was stuck in forth gear. We just brought new batteries on April 24th thinking that
was the problem. Please help we need our truck for work. Sounds like your shift solenoid is
bad. Having the truck scanned for codes should confirm. I believe P is the code in your case.
The TCM is faulty. The tranmission gear stuck at 3. I wanted to replace it for a new one. Where l
can l get it. Thank You. I have a Ford Kuga 2. Is this realistic? I wish to know if my tcm is bad? I
have a Chevy Silverado flex fuel with a 4. It drives fine in first and second but the when it is
supposed to shift to third the rpms go up but nothing. Tried switching the and sensor in the
transmission but still the same result no third or fourth. Hello, My Nissan Frontier V6 engine
shift okay at plain surfaces but the engine seems like pulling very heavy load at high hills and
really slow. Brakes, egr valve check out okay. What might cause heavy load aside gravity pull
when it climing? I have got a CX7 Engine light came on , tracking light on. It starts sometimes
sometimes not.. I scanned it up and came up like lost communication.. A bad TCM will make not
starting the car? This would prevent the car from starting. Nice tips up there. It downshifts well
when I slow down but shifts up roughly. If I try taking off speedily, once it wants to up shift it
neutralizes first before it roughly hits in the next gear. Yes, the TCM could be the culprit.
Unfortunately, MDX transmissions around that year are known to have a relatively high failure
rate. Thanks for the reply. I replaced the first one that failed after purchasing the vehicle. I forgot
to mention that when in reverse, it delays seconds before engaging. Any ideas if the
transmission has the TCM? If so, please where can I locate it? Hello, i need help, i parked my
bmw E36, then now when i start and shift to drive mode is not moving, infact all the gears, no
movement. What could be the problem. My transmission shop very reputable having difficulty
finding transmission computer for my 06 PT Cruiser. One place in N Y sent one but it is
defective. Are there any manufacturers of this computer? I have a Subaru Forrester and recently
had the transmission replaced with a working, used one mine died on the road, due to a family
member driving with an untreated leak. Now a week after the replacement of the transmission,
the car is driving again but having sone of the symptoms above, which were similar to the
symptoms immediately before the transmission dies in the first place. When the transmission
died, could or have affected the TCM? Could the TCM have been having a fault and been the
actual cause of the transmission issue rather than the leak? Basically what are the odds that the
TCM would have a fault soon after the transmission died and was replaced? Do you remember
what the exact TCM fault code was? I doubt the original issue was the TCM but did you happen
to scan for fault codes before replacing the transmission? Try unhooking the battery for a few
minutes to allow the ECU to reset and see if the codes come back. A lot of these types of codes
can be false positives. I have an 04 Dodge Ram with the check engine light on the trans will not
shift into overdrive or down shift unless I do it manually. The codes showing are po and po
Replaced the Shift solenoid pack cleared codes just to have the same codes come back on, so I
changed the valve body cleared codes but they came right back. Any ideas I am running out of
suggestions? Hi I have nissan safari td42t auto transmission. So, I asked my mechanic to get it
overhauled as the jeep was 2nd hand. Well, after the overhauling the gear really showed me the
stars, rightnow my jeep current position is that iam driving it manually like in two gears 1 n 2. If I
set my jeep transmission to D she gets dead, huge loss in amount of pressure. Well the reverse

is working too but again like without any amount of pressure the way it should be keeping in
mind a six cylinder giant crawling like an ant. Would really appreciate if you guys can help me
out finding that whether its TCM or transmission problem and how can I get it fixed. Car drives
perfect in forward with hard shift into reverse. Checked fluid, removed pan, magnet was very
clean, and replaced the PCA solenoid. Checked resistance of both the old and new solenoids
and tested within specification. Purchased used TCM on ebay. Installed and the orange wrench
light was off for about 1 minute of driving. Turned car off. Next day, orange light was off for
about 10 minutes but turned back on. Car left at school. Car was driven in the afternoon and
turned back on after about 5 minutes and has stayed on since. Performed continuity and Ohm
check with multimeter from TCM to connections on transmission. Also performed Ohm check
on solenoids from the pin connections. No faults found. I have a Dodge charger 3. If you
continue running it with whining noise the transmission will just go out just stop shut off and
crank and go again. I have a jeep wrangler tj sport. Its throwing 4 codes for the transmission
which are p, p, p and p I feel like the mechanic is trying to screw me on repairs. With these
codes do I need to rebuild the transmission and replace the tcm like mechanic says or what
needs to be done. I had 3rd gear slipping for awhile. Then after I gave The car to my daughter
one day transmission stopped Working completely, no reverse no drive, nothing!!!! When I
turned car off for a few minutes and restarted it transmission started working again, but soon
after stopped again. I erased engine light. I repeated what I did b4 and was able to drive 2 miles
home. I purchased a used transmission control module, installed it and proceeded to drive car.
No drive, no reverse,nothing. Does anyone know if this sounds like transmission control
module problem? It started to give me problem just before I took it forKM service plan. If that
happened while it was on Park P the gear lever will get stuck until you switch it off. It will go as
normal until gets hot again. Please advise dealership said TCM needs replacement. Should I go
buy it or it might be something else? I just replaced the transmission on my Jeep Grand
Cherokee. It is not shifting properly. I have been told I need to have the TCM reprogrammed. Is it
possible and if so about how much does this cost ball park? Often reprogramming can be done
via a regular OBD2 scan tool. Just had my transmission rebuilt on a 09 chevy cutaway van only
55k miles. Is that a fair price? Also told me to come back after driving miles so he could reflash.
Is that normal procedure? I thought he would have done this already. Any info would be
appreciated thanks. I have a nissian altima the brake,abs,an traction lights will flash on an car
goes from 60 to 5mph an has a jerk if released accelerator lights goes off press accelerator they
come back onâ€¦any idea whats going on, has anyone else experienced this. Hi I have a mazda
3 I was driving and the engine light came up and the car got slower i took it to mechanic and
they said it has TCM problem which is gonna cost alot of money to replace it. When the issue
first happened, the car may have switched into limp mode. Keep an eye on it. Hi I have a Volvo
S60 Auto D5 model, the codes is tcm and tcm do I have to replace the solenoids or what could
be the problem. Could it be a bad TCM. I have a hhr lt 4door wagon 2. I have Nissan xtrail 2. I
have a Subaru Forester with a 2. It starts ok , engage gear without problem but hesitate when I
ask for accelaration. From a dead start, at normal temperature, the engine does not seems to
have the power to move the vehicule and it finaly does it by gradually accepting to accelerate.
And to acheive that, I have to lightly play with the gaz pedal. Accelaration feels stronger as it
gets closer to 3, rpm. Like a slipping clutch on a manual transmission. Lately, I had 2 bad
situations : â€” once, the engine sudenly slowed down from 30 mph to around 3 mph for a
thousand feet before regaining life and â€” at another time, it simply shut down; I had to coast
to the side of the street, put the transmission on Park and restart the engine to continue my trip
I was almost at home. I first thaught that it was a faulty accelarator sensor but I have no way to
diagnose this other than the symptoms. It definitely sounds like a transmission issue. When I
went to get in to leave from somewhere the other day, I backed up, put it in drive and nothing.
Transmission completely stopped working. I only have reverse. Motor is strong, lots of power
when reversing. No symptoms or signs before this happened, had drove it on a 4 hour trip a
week prior without issue. No flakes in the fluid and I fired it up today and the check engine light
is now off. How strange. It sounds like the modules are having a hard time talking to each other.
Look for any obvious signs of holes or breaks in the wiring. Sometimes rodents will actually
chew through wires. Could a bad TCM system cause my Dodge Ram to shut off while stopped at
red lights and stop signs? It usually starts up fine and drives good for about minutes, but after
driving for a while and stopping my truck starts to shut off. I would expect a check engine light
if the TCM failed, not an engine stall. A failed or failing TCM may cause the vehicle to run in limp
mode. This often will mean the vehicle has reduced power and will be stuck in one or two gears.
Tranny stop functions overnight. Was scanned a couple weeks ago and clutch sensor popped
up. This AM putting it in gear and nothing happens until high rev. I have a Chevy Silverado 4.
Also my digital transmission temp guage â€” â€” â€” instead of telling me its temp. Check all

your ground straps to make sure they are clean and tight, with no corrosion. Check that the
battery terminals are also tight and free of corrosion. All of these issues happen in my Mazda 6i
2. We connected an OBD2 reader and it didnt throw any codes. Is this normal for the TCM?
OBD2 is only designed to detect certain kinds of failures, such as an interrupted communication
between the TCM and ECM, failure of emissions components, and misfires. If it is a mechanical
issue with the transmission, you may experience some of these symptoms with no OBD2 code.
Kindly help I have Ford Fiesta currently having transmission malfunction. The good news is
when you see so many codes, you often have an issue that throws many codes at once. Start
with the transmission control module. Visually inspect the TCM for any issues with the wiring. I
would also give the ECU a look since the two systems need to be able to talk to each other.
Once the visual inspection checks out, you can try testing with a multimeter to make sure the
systems are able to communicate as expected. To do this, you will need a factory service
manual with a wiring diagram. They should figure out the root cause of the problem and give
you an estimate for the cost of the repair. That last code P06B8 â€” internal control module,
non-volatile memory â€” error sounds to me like the TCM has gone bad. Non-volatile memory is
permanent storage, like the hard drive in your computer. If the TCM has an issue with its
permanent storage, its programming could become corrupted and cause the unit to
malfunction. I have a Chevy Cobalt. A few weeks ago, I was driving and had this problem upon
startup again. Once I got on the road and shifted into 3rd gear, something in the car kicked and
suddenly my speedometer came back on and everything went back to normal as I was driving.
Check a wiring diagram to be sure, but it seems like you have two separate issues going on.
Having a P does not necessarily mean you have TCM problem. There are a couple of models in
which TCM issues are common but very, very few. But even then doing the proper diagnostics
is the most critical step. Vehicles built in the last 20 years usually have more than one control
module for different areas. The ECM has codes that direct you to those modules when needed.
P is one of them. Codes are to a vehicle like blood pressure is to a human. Do you need a
couple of aspirin or major surgery? A broken wire or corroded connection in a wiring circuit can
set the same code as a DTC referenced part. I have a problem with a Jeep Grand Cherokee 5.
We have replaced the temperature sensor, torque converter, and the transmission cooler. I
recommend doing a bit of reading on the Jeep forums. Then, you can make an educated
decision for yourself on what route you would like to take. While flooring the accelerator
between 35kms to 55 Kms, it shudders with sound. Is this Transmission issue? Can you please
reply when you get a chance? Thanks, A Jose. What does it sound like? Transmission problems
since l purchased the vehicle, brand new. Ford has covered the cost but l fear a complete
system failure is imminent. Do not purchase this model of used vehicle. Hello what could be the
problem when Gmc. Transmission is put in park after engine turn off my truck and to roll
backwards this is a first time problem and no other problems with this transmission. It sounds
like the parking pawl inside the transmission might be broken. You will probably have to drop
the transmission to have it serviced. It would be best to consult with a transmission shop for
more information and a quote. No 3rd or 4th gear at all and it worked and shifted just fine in the
other truck but the speedometer worked to in it. And threw no output speed sensor replaced
both of them and still have nothing. What could it be? Double check that the electronics are the
same between both vehicles. There may be a slight difference in wiring that is making the two
transmissions incompatible. Are there any check engine lights? It could be going into limp
mode for some reason. I have a Peugeot diesel. The auto trans specialist suggested I needed to
see if Peugeot have come up with a Transmission Control Module patch, like Vovo have. Do you
know? Table of Contents. Mine does the same thing what did you do to get it fixed. Question
could a bad TCM cause your car to not go into reverse i know i was having issues with it and
then all of a sudden today it wont go into reverse at all now and i have a saturn vue xr and i had
a p code on car and its being checked at a trans place on wed but im limited funds and really
really hoping that the TCM MODULE WILL FIX the issue if replaces can u help me by chance
with the answer im struggling so bad already spent on car in last 2 month and im on fixed
income as is and with all the crap going on now with things can only do so much and need to
have car especially wth 2 kids and with dr apptmnts etc Reply. Will a bad transmission control
module cause irregular motor revs as well as confusing shifting, Let me explain a bit further i
own a Dodge Durango 4. Is the transmission module or maybe the mount replacement Reply.
When was that recall. The TCM should have no effect on engine starts. Dealership expensive ,
local auto parts store, online parts store, ebay, etc. Thanks Reply. What could be the problem
Reply. Is that TCM trouble? I have the same problem, did u get a some replies Reply. AT light on
and Engine light hard to change gears. No pickup Reply. Removed and replaced with a new
refurbished and tested valve body assembly. No change. With these codes do I need to rebuild
the transmission and replace the tcm like mechanic says or what needs to be done Reply. It

releases on the gear box Reply. Any info would be appreciated thanks Reply. Would be
alternator maybe Reply. Could it be a bad TCM Reply. Clean your map sensor You might be
surprised Reply. Hi I have a Subaru Forester with a 2. What would be your take on that? Your
response is greatly appreciated! This AM putting it in gear and nothing happens until high rev
Reply. I would start by replacing the faulty clutch sensor. See if you can pinpoint where the click
is coming from. Thanks, A Jose Reply. Automatic transmission? The first car produced by
Chrysler was in It was a six cylinder with hydraulic brakes. It was a popular automobile due to
its spectacular potential of 70
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mph. Many cars were produced during this time due to increasing competition. Chrysler soon
realized they needed to better market their products. They hoped to become a leading
competitor in the automobile industry along with Ford , Dodge , and General Motors. With
increased production Chrysler sold 98, cars in As competition increased so did the ideas by
Chrysler Corporation. During the 's Chrysle r began producing an excessive amount of cars.
Overall Chrysler has become a major automobile corporation. They have created some
spectacular cars throughout the years. In the 's as well as the 's they continued to change
features and upgrade automobiles. They have increased production and looked forward to
satisfying customers along with remaining profitable. Dodge Chrysler Jeep Plymouth standard
an. Adobe Acrobat Document Chrysler Manual. Adobe Acrobat Document 4. Adobe Acrobat
Document 1. Chrysler Minivan Service Manual. Chrysler Convertible User Manual. JPG Image
History of Chrysler Cars.

